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Why might this exist?



“Even before purchase, consumers commonly look 
for cues about the firm’s capabilities and quality - 
the physical environment is rich in queues.”
Bitner
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These queues often help us define expectations of how 
“the dialogue” begins & the sequence or mode in which 
it will continue



What is being stated?
What is making the statment?



What is being stated?
What is making the statment?



The user’s “Line of sight” is not 
being taken into consideration..



“Even before purchase, consumers commonly look 
for cues about the firm’s capabilities and quality - 
the physical environment is rich in queues.”
Bitner

This idea extends into the realm of product interaction as well.  Before most 
users perform an action, they look to the components of the system for clues 
about capability, sequence of control, etc..  
They orient themselves to the system.



”Identify desirable customer and/or employee 
behaviors and the goals of the organization... 
build these into the physical space”
Bitner





Feedback loops can help the system 
& users make ongoing decisions.



What does this feedback loop tell you about “your experience”?



What feelings come to mind when you think of your credit card?





Most transactional flows 
stop at the confirmation 
screen..



Most transactional flows 
stop at the confirmation 
screen..
But this flow adds an 
additional piece of service 
evidence - with arguably zero 
functional benefit.  Why?



Why might this exist?



“Bennett and Bennett state that ‘all social 
interaction is affected by the physical container in 
which it occurs.’ They suggest that the physical 
container affects the nature of social interaction 
in terms of the duration of interaction and the 
actual progression of events.”
Bitner









“One can infer from the environmental psychology 
literature that employees and customers in service firms 
respond to dimensions of their physical surroundings 
cognitively, emotionally, and physiologically, and that 
those responses are what influence their behaviors in the 
enviornment.  Hence, the perceived servicescape does 
not directly cause people to behave in certain ways.”

Bitner

What does this suggest about autonomy & choice?



Other thoughts on the reading?



Service Design Assignment
Let’s Review Progress!!


